6 ways software robots make your life easier.

Why you need a software robot in your team

- Done exactly what you told it to do
- Loves repetitive, rules-based tasks
- Never gets tired or bored

Let’s face it. A lot of our everyday tasks are repetitive, time-consuming, and, well, boring. We’d all rather be doing something more interesting and valuable to the business. You need Robotic Process Automation (RPA).

Robots are digital colleagues that take care of the stuff you don’t want to.

At UiPath, we focus on delivering leading-edge RPA software that reduces cost, increases efficiency, and helps deliver a superior customer experience. Powerful and easy to use, our software lets you develop and train robots to quickly and accurately handle an extensive range of repetitive business processes.

A software robot for everything you do

Unattended

- The robot does the work.
- You make the decisions.

- Always there when you need it
- Never makes mistakes or errors
- Works 24x7

Attended

- The robot does the work.
- You make the decisions.

- Sometimes you might need to do a little work upfront. When you’re ready, you just press the button and an unattended robot takes over. This is called partially unattended.

- Example: Robot picks up new records entered into a corporate portal and processes them.

- You tell the robot to do it.

Hybrid

- The robot does the work.
- You make the decisions.

- Solves your daily tasks with the help of your attended colleague, leaving the unattended to compile reports overnight.

- Get the best of both worlds.

How to put your software robot to work

- Unattended
- Gathering, managing, updating data, report building, you name it. Tell it what to do and just leave them to it.

- Attended
- If you need some personal support look no further. You do the decision-based work and the robot does the rest.

- Hybrid
- Solve your daily tasks with the help of your attended colleague, leave the unattended to compile reports overnight.

Find out more
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